
Vocabulary quiz

There will be ten words from 
key vocabulary list 1. You need 
to spell the word correctly AND 
write a correct definition. There 
are 20 marks in total (1 each for 
spelling and definition)

KEY VOCABULARY 1
Abandoned: Having been deserted or left
Canopy: made up of the overlapping branches and 
leaves oftrees
Glistening: Shining with a sparkling light
Sinister: Giving the impression that something 
harmful or evil will happen
Disfigured: To spoil the appearance of
Bewitched: To cast a spell or enchantment over
Eerie: Strange and frightening
Mysterious: difficult or impossible to understand, 
explain, or identify 
Decayed: Rotting
Pungent: having a sharply strong taste or smell 
Flora and Fauna: Floraplant life;faunarefers to 
animals. 
Overwhelmed:  Buried or drowned, defeated
Perish: die
Slaughter: kill
Acrid: An unpleasantly bitter smell or taste

DO NOW



LO: write using descriptive language to 
create imagery in the reader’s mind.

Key words:

Descriptive
Imagery

Inviting/uninviting
Appearance

Reside

Forest Project



Forest Project

Look at the four pictures of forests/woodland. In pairs, 
discuss which looks the most inviting and which looks the 
most uninviting. Be prepared to share your thoughts with 
the class and offer justification as to why you think this.

Turn and 
talk 



Forest Project

In pairs, pick the image that you like best (because it 
looks most inviting or because it is most interesting). 

Discuss what type of creatures might live in this 
particular forest.

Turn and 
talk 



Draw or describe a creature of 
your own invention that would 

reside in this particular 
wood/forest. Write effective 

adjectives and verbs that 
describe the appearance and 
movements of your creature 

around the picture, or include 
them in your description.

Effective verbs and adjectives 
ideas box

tiny      colossal       miniscule      
scamper      jolly      

mischievous      excitable      
fluttering      vanish      wander      

magical      wonderous         
transparent      sinister      

creep      scuttle      wide eyed      
ruthless      sparking      dazzle      

race      dash      blinding     

Challenge: Write the background story of your creature using imaginative detail 
and plausible reasoning for their being in the woods.

Forest Project



Write 1-2 paragraphs as if you were a hiker who 
had gotten lost in the woods and came across the 
creature you have decided lives there. Make sure 
you include descriptions of the forest/wood. Try to 
zoom in on details of the hiker’s surroundings and 
the creature to create a vivid image in your 
reader’s mind. 

Challenge: Use literary devices such as simile, 
metaphor and personification to enhance your 
descriptions.

Sentence starters: 
Beneath the cover of the trees I heard…
I stumbled over a small rock. When I looked up 
from the forest floor I saw…

Forest Project

Check list

• Use of paragraphs for 
new time, idea, place, 
topic or person

• Correct spelling

• Accurate use of a range 
of punctuation

• Variety of sentence types

• Ambitious use of 
vocabulary

• Use of linguistic devices



Peer assessment
Use green pens and the checklist to peer assess your 
partner’s work.
Write your assessment in bullet points below their 
paragraphs, ensuring that you comment on every 
point of the checklist.  
Example
• You have used paragraphs.
• Almost all of your spellings are correct.
• You have used 2 types of punctuation accurately. 

Try to use a range next time.
• You have use more than one sentence type. Try 

to use a range next time.
• You have used ambitious adjectives and verbs, 

well done.
• Try to use some linguistic devices in your writing 

next time.

Forest Project

Check list

• Use of paragraphs for 
new time, idea, place, 
topic or person

• Correct spelling

• Accurate use of a range 
of punctuation

• Variety of sentence types

• Ambitious use of 
vocabulary

• Use of linguistic devices


